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Archimedes, one of the most famous mathematician-engineers of the ancient world, lived in 

Syracuse in Sicily in the third century B.C. A number of his written works have survived, 

mostly about pure mathematics. Among them is one with the Greek title Psammites, which 

means 'Sand-Man'; the reason for this title will appear later, but in the meantime it should 

be made clear that this sand-man has nothing to do with the folk-tale figure who sends 

young children to sleep! 

 

'As many as the grains of sand' was a proverbial expression in the ancient world for a 

number which is so vast that it cannot be calculated or written down. It occurs in a range of 

authors from Homer to Catullus. Archimedes uses this very familiar idea to introduce what is 

really a treatise on number theory, in which he argues that in fact there is no such thing as 

an incalculable number, or a number which is so big that it cannot be written down. And 

how could he do this better than by actually calculating, not the number of grains of sand on 

a tract of the North African shore, as Catullus indicated, nor the number of grains of sand 

around the world in general, which is what Homer had meant, but a number greater than 

that of the grains of sand which would he contained in an imaginary sphere the size of the 

whole universe? 

 

Rotating earth? Silly idea 

 

The ancient Greek astronomers believed that the universe, which they called the kosmos, 

was a vast sphere in which the Sun, Moon and planets moved around the earth in circular 

orbits, the earth being at the centre. In the language of the textbooks, their accounts were 

geocentric. The 'fixed stars', by which they meant those stars which always remain in the 

same position relative to each other, were all believed to be at the same distance from 

earth, and were thought of as forming a spherical shell around the kosmos (fig. 2). It must 

be remembered, of course, that until very recent times there was no possible way of 

measuring the distance of stars directly; the Greeks knew that Jupiter and Saturn were 

further away from Earth than the rest of the planets, but this was simply deduced from the 

fact that they took much longer to go round their orbits (about twelve years and thirty years 

respectively) and therefore must have much bigger orbits. 

 

While discussing the structure of the kosmos, Archimedes gives us, almost by accident, one 

of the most interesting bits of evidence about the astronomers of his day. As we have seen, 

almost all of them regarded the Earth as the centre of the system; but he mentions one who 



held a new and revolutionary theory. He was called Aristarchos of Samos, and was a near-

contemporary, about twenty years older than Archimedes. 

 

Earlier astronomers had tried to explain the way in which the heavenly bodies orbit the 

earth by supposing that they were carried round by a number of in visible spheres, each 

with a different axis and a different speed of rotation. One of these spheres caused the 

movement of the fixed stars around the earth from the east to west once every 24 hours, 

while each of the planets had a similar sphere which gave it the same movement, plus three 

or four additional spheres, which between them accounted for the extra, irregular 

movements which planets display (that is why they are called 'planets' – the Greek word 

planetai means 'wanderers’.) This type of theory was first put forward by Eudoxos in the 4th 

century B.C., and was developed by several others, including Aristotle. Then Heraclides of 

Pontus (a generation younger than Eudoxos) had the bright idea that the movement which 

they all have in common could be an illusion, caused by the fact that the earth rotates on its 

axis from west to east once every 24 hours (fig. 2). This idea did not go down very well; why, 

people asked, is there not a terrific wind blowing from the east all the time? Why is it not 

much easier to throw a stone towards the west than it is to the east? Why do we not all fly 

off the surface of the earth by centrifugal force? 

 

In spite of these objections, Aristarchos of Samos put forward a still more radical theory 

which aroused even more scepticism. He supposed (according to Archimedes) that 'the Sun 

and the fixed stars remain stationary, while the earth is carried round the Sun in a circular 

orbit' (fig. 3). Here we have the first statement of the 'heliocentric hypothesis', which was 

revived by Copernicus in the 16th century A.D. The credit for the theory, which gives the 

correct explanation of the planetary movements, is usually given to Copernicus: but it had 

quite certainly been put forward many centuries before. And there is some reason to 

believe that Copernicus had read the 'Sand-man' and knew of Aristarchos' work. 

 

Archimedes quotes this theory of Aristarchos and adopts it for the purpose of his treatise – 

not because he preferred it as an astronomical theory, but simply because it implied a 

greater size for the universe as a whole; Archimedes' entire object was to impress his 

readers by tackling the most serious difficulties which could possibly be introduced in to the 

problem. 

 

Myriads of myriads 

 

In fact, he does not make a serious attempt to calculate the exact size of the kosmos. All 

that he needs is a figure which is undeniably greater than the true one, and in order to get 

this he reviews the various estimates which had been made of the sizes of the earth, sun 

and moon, and of the proportions between them, including one by his own father, who was 

a reputable astronomer. Then he simple selects the biggest one, adopts Aristarchos' theory 



because it implies a bigger kosmos than the others, and at one stage in the calculations 

multiplies by ten, so that nobody can accuse him of dodging the difficulty. His figure for the 

diameter of the kosmos is 10,000,000,000 of the Greek units called stades, by which he 

means something like 1,150,000,000 miles, or 1,850,000,000 km. 

 

At the other end of the problem we need a figure for the size of a grain of sand. Archimedes 

has an eminently practical method. The smallest spherical volume he could measure with a 

ruler (he had no microscope) was a poppy-seed, and he supposed that it could not contain 

more than 10,000 grains of sand (very small ones they would have to be!). Then he put a 

row of poppy-seeds in a line along a ruler, and found that 25 of them measured more than 

one dactyl (19.3 mm). But instead of taking the diameter of a poppy-seed as 1/25th of a 

dactyl, he takes it to be 'not less than 1/40th of a dactyl (about 0.5mm), to avoid any 

argument'. 

 

It is quite obvious that if he is going to divide the minute volume of a grain of sand into the 

volume of the universe, the answer is going to be an enormous number. The Greeks had a 

system of number notation, but it only went up to 10,000; at a pinch, you could say 'ten 

thousand times ten thousand' (in Greek, a myriad of myriads), but that is nothing like 

enough for the sand-man. So Archimedes devised a system of his own. 

 

1063 peanuts 

 

The Greek numbers were not 'positional' as ours are – that is, their value did not depend on 

whether they came in the hundreds column or the tens, or whatever. In fact, they had three 

sets of digits from 1 to 9, one for hundreds, a different one for tens, and another for units, 

which in practice were written in that order. They did not have a zero symbol – that was 

introduced from Arabic mathematics some centuries later – nor a decimal point. The Greeks 

used the letters of their alphabet as numerals, and as there were only 24 letters, they added 

two obsolete letters and an extra symbol to make up the 27, as follows : 

 

Units α = 1, β= 2, γ = 3, δ = 4, ε = 5, = 6, ζ = 7, η = 8, θ = 9 

 

Tens ι = 10, κ = 20, λ = 30, μ = 40, ν = 50, ξ = 60, ο = 70, π = 80, ς = 90 

 

Hundreds ρ = 100, σ = 200, τ = 300, υ = 400, φ = 500, χ = 600, ψ = 700, ω = 800, λ = 900 

 

The symbol α͵ was used for 1000, and for ι͵ 10,000. 
 

Using these numerals, the biggest number that can be written down is 10,000 times 10,000, 

or 100,000,000. Archimedes calls all the numbers up to this one the 'first numbers' (protoi 

arithmoi in Greek), and this, the biggest of them, becomes the unit of the 'second numbers'. 

They are counted in units, tens, hundreds and so on; thus 'ten of the second numbers' is 



1000,000,000, or what we nowadays call a billion, and 'ten thousand times ten thousand of 

the second numbers' is 10,000,000,000,000,000, or 1016. This becomes the 'unit of the third 

numbers', and so on up to the hundredth numbers, the thousandth numbers, and 

eventually the 'hundred-millionth numbers'. The biggest of these, 'one hundred million of 

the hundred-millionth numbers' would be written like this in Archimedes' notation: 

 

μυριάδες  ι͵ τῶν μυριακισμυριοστῶν 
 

and in modern notation would be 10800,000,000, or, in full, the figure 1 with eight hundred 

million zeros after it. 

 

The answer to Archimedes' original problem is just peanuts compared with this. The number 

of grains of sand contained in an imaginary sphere the size of the whole universe would be 

not more than 'ten million of the eighth numbers', or 1063 or one thousand million million 

million million million million million million million million. 

 

Why did he pose this problem? Is the treatise just a kind of ego-trip, or did it have a serious 

purpose? I am sure that it did. He addressed the work to Gelon ΙΙ and Hieron ΙΙ, the kings of 

Syracuse, which suggests that he had a message for the amateur or layman as well as for the 

specialist mathematician. The important message is this – that there is no point at which 

number can be exhausted or give out; there is no number which cannot be calculated simply 

because it is too great – not even a number 'as many as the grains of sand'. 
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